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this ain't
no party .. .
(CUP )by Morris Ilyniak
reprinted from the CHARLATAN
Somewhere in Southall,
England, several thousand
demonstrators have gathered for
a concert. Southall--a suburb
near London's Heathrow Airport-is heavily populated by Indians
and Pakistanis. It is also where
the stink of racism is most
nauseating.
The groups on stage begin to
unwind. Pounding away at their
instruments, they hurl vibes that
shake the earth's crust and sail
as high as the ozone. They aim at
the very viscera of Britain's
malaise. Punks with cow-cud
haircuts and ears pierced with
safety pins chant "Pogo on a
Nazi."
Political punk.
"Punk characterizes the
emergency of an authentic new
and important youth culture
among sections of working and
lower-middle class youth"--Paul
Thompson, Radical America.
Various economic crises in
recetht years brought
disillusionment for the young
British working class who held
some hope of escaping the
dustbins of society. One section of
British youth saw their images of
affluence at an impasse. and
from their "youth as victim of the
British status quo" view of
reality grew the punk mentality.
Punk is the outlet for feelings of
alienation. Its music is a caotic
jumble of images and
hyperactive musical forms which
subvert conventional culture.
Pogoing and a deliberate attempt at being outlandishly
gauche was a reaction to the
estrangement of rock music and
its superstars from the audience.
Punk promotes oneness of
musicians and audience. Participation becomes part of the
total artistic expression.
"No Beatles, No Dylan, No
Stones in 1977," was one punk
slogan.
Paul Thompson labels punk
dress "inverted consumerism".
He writes that it is "an eclectic
parody of consumer culture with
odd bits and pieces (safety pins,
zips and buckles, bin liners,
ripped clothes, fetishistic sexual
outfits, etc.)"
Over its brief lifespan punk has
undergone certain cosmetic
changes, yet underlying the
surface of its excess vitality is
still a political message. It points
a disillusioned finger at the
bleak, stagnant lifestyle of the
British working class.
Capitalizing on its avant garde
appeal, the music industry has
turned some punk groups into
million-dollar properties. Other
groups, not wishing to join the
chase for platinum, have found
themselves involved in a youth
movement called Rock Against
Racism (RAR).
RAR was founded after a
spontaneous protest began
against some off-the-cliff racist
remarks blurted and later denied
by Eric Clapton and David Bowie
as far back as 1976. Since then,
excellent promotional techniques
and support from the musical
press has made RAR ,much more
than an outlet for musicians with
a political message. It has
become an institiution firmly
entrenched in youth culture.
Over 56 RAR chapters operate
in Britain, with new chapters

being formed in Ireland, Holland,
West Germany, Canada, and the
United States. In the past year
RAR organized nearly 400 gigs in
Britain, including defence gigs
for demonstrators arrested at the
anti-racist confrontations.
In conjunction with the leftwing Anti-Nazi League, RAR also
organizes major carnivals.
England's reputed biggest antifacist rally since the '305 took
place in April 1978 when 5,000
' marched and 80,000 came to a
carnival featuring the Clash,
Tom Robinson Band, X-Ray
Specs, and others.
Ostensibly started to mobolize
white working-class youth to
stamp out racism, RAR is now
out to fight all forms of
repression and intolerance. Tom
Robinson Band ( TRB ), for
example, is explicit in its defence
of gay rights.
Racism and the class structure
still remain the main targets of
politicsal punk. however, Elvis
Costello's Less Than Zero is an
anti-Nazi song. White Riot by the
Clash urges white kids to join
their black brothers and sisters in
dismantling Britain's institutions
brick-by-brick.
"The basis of my conviction is
neither genetic nor eugenic; it is
not racial, because I can never
discover what "race means and I
have never arranged my fellow
men on a scale of merit according
to their origins. The basis is
political. It is the belief that selfidentification of each part with
the whole is the essential
precondition of being a
parliamentary nation, and that
the massive shift in the compostion of the population of the
inner metropolis of major towns
and cities of England will
produce, not fortuitously or
avoidably, ever-increasing and
more dangerous alienation."Enoch Powell, M.P. (speaking on
his Britain for British
Movement.)
The truth is, that since Britain
has become a multiracial society,
it had better learn the meaning of
coexistence. There are 1.9 million
"immigrants" in a population of
56 million, and most of them are
in the major urban centres.
Nearly one million of these
"immigrants" are British born
children of non-white immigrants.
Unemployment queues
lenghten. Strikes become a
common-day crippling event.
Many whites fear that their jobs,
homes and even culture are
threatened by the coloured skins
in their midst. The racial
cauldron runneth over.
A white is mugged. A black
teen-ager is pushed under a bus
by white hooligans. Three whites
beat a middle-aged Asian to
death in a subway. Soccer crowds
jeer black players. A Leeds
factory worker of Asian descent
is forced to build a 6 ft. hardboard
partition around his lathe
because fellow workers continually spat on him.
Then there are the/ race riots.
Notting Hill 1976 was a particularly bad clash. In April last
year, EAR supporters battled
with the National Front and 5,000
police in Southall. Over 750 were
arrested, 30 demonstrators injured, and one dead.

As Britain's economic position
worsened and immigration rose,
many white working class youths
drifted towards a violent subculture. They • became the
skinheads. They were easily
identified by their crew cuts,
heavy boots, and turned up jeans.
These were stereotypic working
class symbols.
The skins were tough. They
supported their local football
team by starting fights with the
opposition's fans. The skins hated
aliens' "queer-bashing" and
"paki-bashing" were their idea of
an evenings sport. They became
the "shock troops" of emerging
facist organizations like the
National Front.
The skins formed the mob
behind the National Front, seeing
the decay of their lifestyle as a
result of the influx of non-white
immigrants. Fbunded 12 years
ago, the National Front is now
Britain's fourth largest political
party, winning increasing success in local and national elections. "Its leadership," writes
Martin Walker of the Guardian,
"includes men who were once
proud to be termed Nazi, who
served prison sentences for
organizing para-military groups,
who talked of Jews as
"maggots", of blacks as "scum",
and who dreamnt of the coming
of the 'chill north wind flaunting
the swastika banner in the sky.'
"Its central message remains
one of racial hatred. Yet such
men, and such a a party, have
achieved electoral respectability."
Amazingly, the Tories have
labelled it an "immigration
problem". They plan to curb
immigration from black countries and eventually halt the flow
altogether. At least the Labour
party has come out and said it is
not a problem of immigration but
a serious one of race relations.
The government first passed its
Race Relations Act in 1965,
amending it in 1968 and 1976. A
Commision for Racial Equality
has been established. Mere
posturing? Before the election
last, Margaret Thatcher's
standing in the polls shot up 11
per cent after she made what was
widely interpreted as an "antiimmigration" speech. A Gallup
Poll taken in Februrary, 1978.
found that 49 per cent of whites
thought that financial help should
be offered to non-whites to return
"home". But for most nonwhites. home is Britain.

"See they can't stand that, they
call it alien, being swamped by
an alien culture is a clever
phrase, it scares the shit our of
your all round family racists,
your "Sun" readers, your bar
room four pint facists, they want
to stop the rot, their bodies
tremble when they have to stand
at the bus stop next to proud
black Rasta youth."--Red
Saunders, Temporary Hoarding.
Rock Against Racism is a
losely structured movement. with
no president or central body.
Scores of small anti-racist
organizations, such as "Nurses
Against Nazis" fall in behind the
RAR banner. A "fanzine" called
Temporary Hoarding, put our by
Ruth Shaked, Red Saunders,
Lucy Toothpaste, Syd, and Andy
Zerox, somes closest to being a
central organ of the movement.
Temporary Hoarding gives a
clear perspective of what RAR is
about. Apart from being antiracist, it is pro-whales, anti-nuke,
anti-sexist, pro-Ireland, and anticapital punishment. It is
vehemently anti-Tory: "So put
some power in your imagination,
get out your dancing shoes, get
your glad rags on, turn that
volume right up, tell them RARs
coming, we're gonna blow this
fucking lot right out of town.
Rinse out the Blue Scum:*
However, neither is RAR
formally connected with the left.
Tom Robinson: "I got no illusion
about the political left any more
than the right; just a shrewd idea
which of the two side's gonna
stomp on us first..."
'Temporary Hoarding prints
letters like this one from Tim the
Westbury Anarchist: - Christ,
one hell of alot has happened
since I wrote last. Maggie getting
in, the Southall riots, but most of
all I have converted six people
from the ways of the NF
( National Front) in our school."
And this one from a follower on
the Isle of Wight: "Teachers hate
RAR, the police hate RAR, my
mum hates RAR...I don't want to
live somewhere that's like a dose.
huh. multiple dose of : -. -outh
Africa, more like a dose of the
clap."
Financially and otherwise.
some of the RAR clubs are suffering. According to one Temporary Hoarding article, last
summer's carnivals had to
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cancelled and a 'militant entertainment" tour had to be cut
back. Last spring's Southall riots
seem to have put a damper on
some activities. Local town officials and police don't take
kindly to the punk set; especially
when it clashes with the NF.
"Southall is special," eulogies
Andy Zerox. "There have been
police killings before. There will
be police riots again. But on April
23 the police behaved like never
before...The police were off the
leash and on the hunt. They were
trying to kill our people. They
were trying to get even with our
culture. Long time, see them a
come."
"We want rebel music, street
music. Music that breaks down
people's fear of one another.
Crisis music. Now music. MuSic
that knows who the real enemy
is."-Tom Robinson Band, Power
in the Darkness.
Rock Against Racism identifies
itself mainly with the political
stream of punk, although -RAR
concerts in Britain now include
new wave, reggae, and even folk
groups. In North America, both
music and anti-racist movements
have gone beyond the working
class youths to include the
suburban middle class. Greg
Foisie, founder of Ottawa's
chapter of RAR, doesn't want to
be limited only to political punk.
"My hope is that other forms of
popular music can encourage
people to become more active in
our society and start doing
something individually or with a
group."
Though music, Foisie and
others like him hope to reduce the
extent of intolerance and
prejudice; not only between
racial and ethnic groups, but also
age, class, and sex groups.
"Music is a very strong and
motivating force. People are
drawn to music. On many levels
it can really affect social and
political change because it is so
powerful, such a powerful
medium of expression."
The Ottawa chapter has only
been in existence for about three
months. Last Dec. 17, it
organized its first major event-Human Rights Night at the Jack
Purcell Community Centre.
Organizations such as Oxfam,
NOZRNIL, International
Socialists and the Ottawa
Tenant's Council set up information booths. A crowd of
about 200 people attended.
Ottawa is the third Canadian
city to have an RAR chapter
established. There is one in
Toronto and another in Vancouver. There are nine more
chapters in the United STates.
Institutionized racism in this
country is not as blatant as it is in
Britain or the United States, but
there is evidence that it is on the
rise. Recent incidents involving
the Metro Toronto police and that
city's black community testify to
this. Fascist groups are also
becoming more visible.
In a report to the Metro Toronto
Council over two years ago,
Walter Pitman wrote: "A major
American' television network
investigating the racial tensions
in Toronto predicted that the city
was a time-bomb of potential
conflict that could explode in the
not-too-distant future."
The Ottawa RAR group has ties
with 'Britain. A movement has
started in London to incorporate
Rock Against Racism International as an umbrella
organization for all the affiliated
chapters around the world.
To be viable the structure of each
chapter must be tailored to
emphasize different issues than
their British or American
counterparts. However, the
ultimate goal will remain the
same: to break down people's
fear of one another.
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Under the Cover
Your Newly Elected
Executive for 1980-81 are
this week's front-page
types. From left to right,
they are Steve Dawson
(vice-president), Rick Popel
(president), Angela Morelli
(secretary-treasurer), Gord
Muir (sports director), and
Rick Myers (communications director).

—

Out with the old and in with
the new, so the saying
goes. 616 out of Red River's
5,100 eligible voters felt
like voting last Wednesday
and they decided who
would ascend the . SA
thrones come the end of
June. See page 3 for more
on this.
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Gord Muir is going to have
his hands full as Sports
o, Director Joe DiCurzio's '
able-bodied replacement.
` 1 11
For a profile on this new SA"
. i executive, please turn tb
page 7.
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by Patricia Myketa
'I'm ecstatic!'
That was about all that
president-elect Rick Pope] could
muster just minutes after having
been informed of his election
victory last Wednesday.
Michael Grant was runner-up
for the position.
'I wish more students would
have come out, though,' Popel
said later, referring to the
miserable turnout at the polls.
616 out of 5,100 eligible students
cast ballots, which works out to
12%.
The remaining slate of newlyelected officers includes Steve
Dawson, who eked out a narrow
victory over runners-up Kim
Schepp and Don Kusano for the
vice-presidency, Angela Morelli
over Scott Wilson and Rob
Kotchon for secretary-treasurer,
Rick Myers over Tim Tymko for

The Projector apologizes to
Gord Muir for the inconvenience
caused when his election ad was
inadvertently misplaced from
last week's edition.
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Poor voter turnout fails to dampen election victories

Intra-mural floor hockey
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You can work
with Zimbabwe's
refugees

1980 Manitoba Marathon
In Aid of the Mentally Retarded
The hosting of an event which has seven to ten thousand participants rests primarily on
the volunteer. For June 15, 1980, we require about 2,000 such volunteers to help in various
capacities. Every committee and duty is vital to the Marathon as a whole. There is no such
thing as an unimportant position.
Marathon duties range from working a few hours on race day to being on a technical
committee and getting involved for 3 to 6 months.

EACH COMMITTEE REQUIRES YOUR HELP!
Some examples of areas you may want to help include:
Medical support
Handing out water and sponges
Security
`Huggers' at finish line
Setting up equipment and signs
Results center, and many others

Final° Credul UNHCR
CANADA

More than a million refugees and
displaced persons are coming home
to new hardships.
They won the right to vote but
inherited a country devastated by
war, drought, and the starvation
polices of a racist regime.
Three out of ten children may die
before age five. Those who survive
may go blind from malnutrition.
The people are hard at work
solving their own problems now.
Planting, building clinics, teaching
people to read, using skills learned in
practical OXFAM-Canada projects
begun years ago in crowded refugee
camps.
You can work with people like them
all over the world, in the hard,
exhilarating struggle for freedom,
equality and self-sufficiency.
Zimbabwe today is only one
example of OXFAM-Canada's world
wide work — attacking the causes of
hunger and poverty, right at the
roots.

My tax-deductible
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contribution is
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Name
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1

City

OXFAM, Box 12.000, WINNIPEG

by Shirley Muir

If you would like to go to school
free then the Student Association
of Manitoba is acting in your best
interests.

I
111

❑ YES, OXFAM — I'd We to work
with people all over the world who ;
believe in self-reliance and equality.
That realty is the way to end hunger
and poverty.

II
His Excellency The Right Honourable 1•
Peon

Edward Schreyer, C.C., C.M.M., C.D., i
Govemor-General
of Canada
I1 Prow.
Postal Code
Ill
eneannannewaawamisseennemeenswee
The roof caved in last Thursday at 11:48 a.m. when it was revealed that Darrell Driver and
The Projector actually agreed on an issue. God help us every one.

should be more emphasis placed
on student bursaries rather on
loans to encourage greater
involvement in education by
preventing increased student
costs.
Pawley said he would like to
see the eventual abolition of
tuition fees. 'Education must not
be the privilege of a select few
but the right of every person,' he
said.
Pawley noted social reforms
already initiated by the NDP
government such as Medicare,
Pharmacare, Autopac, and
improved social services. He said
there had been a lot of skepticism
towards free medical care but the
NDP successfully set up
Medicare in one year. Pawley
said tuition fees could be phased
out over a five-year period.
Other long-term goals included
a more democratic control of
education so that instructors,
students, and parents could
present their views on education.
Pawley said something had to be
done about 'the loss of revenues
suffered every time a student
educated in Manitoba leaves the

province.'
Lastly, Pawley recommended
a life-long learning program to
ensure that schools remain open.
Pawley said, 'There have been
no increases in student aid, yet
student costs have risen.' He
noted that tuition fees in
Manitoba are the highest in the
West and among the highest in
Canada. Red River alone has
experienced a 450%increase in
tuition fees. He also blamed the
government's restrictions on
construction and other economic
dislocations for the rise in
unemployment among
graduating students.
Pawley criticized the
Conservative government's
stance on education by saying,
'They ought not to bite the hand
that feeds them.' He said that
administrations and students
should not stay mum when it
comes to criticizing the
government and he lauded the
Students Association of Manitoba
for 'your work in the bettering
and improving of education in
Manitoba.'

Tuition fee abolition advocated
by SAM conference delegates

manowilwamanwamonwininglownions

If you have a preference, please use question #8 on the Volunteer Application Form.

All application forms must be returned to the SA ofice by May 23, 1980.

'We must look at the eventual
abolition of tuition fees as one of
the major social reforms of the
80's', said Howard Pawley,
leader of the Manitoba NDP
party.
Pawley upheld the policy of
tuition fee abolition previously
adopted by the Students
Association of Manitoba (SAM)
conference held at Red River last
weekend.
'Restraint and inaction by the
present government has eroded
educational standards in
Manitoba,' said the leader of the
opposition. He went on to outline
some of his party's goals in
education if elected to power in
1981.
Short-term goals included a
freeze in tuition fees. Pawley
noted that during the NDP reign
prior to the present Conservative
government, tuition fees were
raised once in a ten-year period.
He also said that as the
government, the NDP would hold
a moratorium on student loan
interest rates. Pawley said there

Applications for Student Aid are now
available at the Student Aid office, room
C-116. Students should submit their
applications before mid-June in order to
receive their notification before the start
of classes in September. Any students
requiring assistance in completing their
application should contact the Student
Aid office, room C-116.
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Thank you for your support. Application forms are available in the
Students Association Office, Room Dm-20.

by Rick Myers

4:00
B.A.'s vs. Hackers

familairzing themselves with the
student association by-laws.
They will assume office at the
end of June.
SA Business Manager Don
Hillman and Supervisor of
Student Services Ray Newman
are making tentative
arrangements to have the new
executive intrroduced to the
administration, department
heads, and other such personnel
throughout the college, as well as
initiating them with the various
committees operating within Red
River.
During the summer months
their major responsiblities will
include setting the operating
budget for next year and
maintaining the new housing
referral service.
The Projector congratulates all
candidates on their participation
in the election.

SAM tuition stand

Electric Heads vs. Automatics
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which consisted of Hargreaves,
councillor Doug Broszeit, and
chairman Darrell Driver.
'It was ignorant because no one
(councillors) offered to help or
even approached us,' Hargreaves
continued. She said that the only
problem the election committee
faced on election day was a
shortage of poll clerks, but
otherwise, things ran smoothly.
Hargreaves went on to thank
everyone who sat at the polls and
who later helped count votes.
The election committee was not
pleased with the small number of
students who voted. Voter
turnout this year was only 12%,
compared to approximately 29%
last year, a record-setter.
The newly elected executive
will spend from now until June
learning the responsibilities of
their new positions and

NDP Leader Pawley in support of

11:00
Penetrators vs. East-West Chester North
Stars
12:00
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the first council meeting and I
think the other executives will be
a good group to work with.'
Newly-elected communications
director Rick Myers was equally
as pleased. 'It's about time I won
something,' he said. 'I'd like to
thank the voters for having the
confidence in me and the students
who helped me with my
campaigh.'
RRCC's new sports director,
Gord Muir, is profiled later in this
issue. For his reaction to the
victory, please turn to page 7.
Chief Returning Officer Vera
Hargreaves was not pleased with
the turnout of voters, and the lack
of participation by councillors.
'It's disgusting,' she said,
referring to the fact that only 2
out of 17 council members
assisted with the election, aside
from the election committee,

College Update

Pre-Molson Men vs. Scar Trek

LEvEL.

communications director, and
Gord Muir, who won a close
victory over Lori Smith and
Clancy Bridle.
The only election result that
was somewhat in doubt was the
vice-presidency, where an
official recount the following
morning showed that Dawson
edged out his nearest rival by a
mere five votes
When I heard how close it was,'
he said, 'I was worried. But with
the recount I felt better. It was a
good race.'
Runner-up Kim Schepp,
although disappointed with the
results, was pleased that she had
placed so well in the election.
Secretary-treasurer-elect Angela Morelli reacted to her
victory with: 'I was really happy
and surprised. At first it was
disbelief. I'm looking forward to

At a recent SAM conference
hosted at RRCC, representatives
of Manitoba college and
universities passed a resolution
that they would actively advocate
the abolition of tuition fees for
post-secondary education.
Cathy Park, RRCC student
representative, said that SAM
hopes to influence the government to place a freeze on tuition
fees and ventually fade out fees
all together.

Although students are said to
only pay 10 per cent of their
education costs, SAM feels that
students have to pay much more

for education in the form of accomadation, transportation,
supplies and books. Delegates at
the conference noted that many
European countries do not
charge tuition fees.

SAM decided to focus it's attention on potential students and
their parents. A pamphlet
designed for high school students
was approved by the SAM
executive.

When the provincial government raises tutition fees for
college and university students
t his year SAM did not unify to
act against it. However, SAM has
decided to launch a public
awareness program on the effect
of the rise of tuition fees.

Jim Egan, University of
Manitoba Student Union, said
information on the deterioration
of the quality of education should
be communicated to parents of
student in hope that they will
pressure the provincial
goverenment to change it's
policies.

At SAM's spring conference
delegates planned a strategy to
combat the increasing rise in
fees. Delegates decided that they
would inform the public of the
benefits of post secondary
education, through the use of
media releases posters, pamphlets and petitions.

Student Aid was also discussed
at the conference. The major
concern was that there has been a
substantial drop in applications
for Student Aid - over 5000 in 5
years. Delegates contributed the
decline to the 'tough' image of the
program and the administration
which discourages students from
applying.

SA treasurer Cathy Park organized the second annual SAM con ference.
it Red River.
puonc torums and advertising.

One of the remedies for the
problem of declining applications
is to communicate more effectively with the students.
Forms of
communication
suggested included workshops,

SAM resolved to invite the
Minister of Education and the
representatives of the opposition
parties to attend a public forum,
after SAM has prepared a brief
on Student Aid.

Page 4
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By Bob Armstrong

The alarm was buzzing in Nick's head, the high pitched whine, echoing through his skull cavity.
He reached out with his left arm to turn off the alarm. Still half asleep, his eyes closed, his hands fumbled
around his reading table beside his bed. He knocked over an empty beer bottle, a small glass with dried milk
stains on the bottom, and a copy of Raymond Chandler's "The Big Sleep."
The alarm was still ringing and he realized he had put the clock on top of his desk, across the room. Too
many mornings he had turned off the alarm and then gone back to sleep, and he thought the walk across the
room would wake him up.
Nick got out of bed, walked across the room, and turned the alarm off. The walk was only about two steps
and it didn't wake him up much. He got back into bed, thinking he could rest his eyes for a moment first. Just
before he went back to sleep, he remembered his clock didn't have a drowse button he could push to get ten
minutes more sleep. Once he turned it off, it stayed off.
He got up and walked to the bathroom. The water in the shower seemed hot at first, but faded to lukewarm,
so he turned it to hot. It stung at first, but he got used to it.
He began to wash his hair with the special treatment shampoo his barber had sold him. It was a special,
very runny shampoo for dry hair. Nick suspected it was just watered down Head and Shoulders. Massaging
his scalp, working shampoo into his hair, he noticed something. There wasn't much hair to work it into.
He got our of the shower and wipped a clear space in the steam on the mirror with his towel. He turned on
the cold water tap and splashed some in his eyes. Then Nick looked into the mirror.
Shaving, brushing his teeth, and combing his hair, he looked at the face in the mirror. He looked at the
smile and frown lines. He looked at the lines and dark patches under the eyes. He looked at the lines on his
forehead.
It was Nick Danger's birthday, and he had just realized it.
Looking at his aging face in the mirror and thinking that it was his birthday, Nick began to think of all the
things he wanted to do but hadn't done. Many of the things he would never do.
He thought also of the many things he has always done but would not be able to do anymore.
It was Nick Danger's 20th birthday, and it was a time to pause and reflect on a fifth of a centruy.
Nick knew he had to hurry even more now. He had already missed many opportunities. He could not be a
young, successful doctor or lawyer anymore, because if he were to go back to school for several years, he
would no longer to the youngest person in his class. He could conceivably be older, during his internship, than
some of the real doctors.
It was getting late, he felt.
Hemmingway had already returned from World War One when he was twenty. Nick had been to Hull.
Mozart had been playing and writing classic concertos for many years by his 20th birthday. Nick had taken
guitar lessons for two months.
At the age of 20, Nick feared he would soon graduate from a small MidWestern community college, get a
respectable job, be very competent, get a charge card, and begin 30 year period of male menopause.
Nick got dressed, went into the kitchen, and poured a cup of coffee. He stirred in a teaspoon of sugar and
some 2 percent milk. He sipped his coffee. Then he filled a bowl with Shreddies, poured in milk, and ate a
quick breakfast.
He passed on bacon and eggs becasue he was afraid of the cholesteral.
Nick picked up the previous evening's paper and looked through the business section. He picked out some
stocks that were doing good and made a mental note to talk to a stock broker friend about them.
Nick went out of the house, walked to his car, turned the key in the ignition, and began his morning drive
through rush hour traffic, thinking of how many thousands of times he would be commuting in the next
decade. .
Then Nick stopped, got out of the car and left it where it was at the side of the road. He threw away his
briefcase and took off the Florsheim loafers and walked barefoot in the grass. Then he jumped a freight train
and rode off in the distance, and became remarkedly successful and had a great time.
Fooled you.
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by michel sheppard

reprinted from the
MCGILL DAILY
The categories of patentable inventions provided
for in the U.S. Patent Act of 1793 comprise "any
new and useful process, or composition of matter,
or any new and useful improvement thereof."
'It probably never occured to
those who devised the legal statutes defining the criteria for
patentability. that life itself
would one day be considered
suitable to be patented as a
marketable commodity.
But that is exactly what is
happening lately. With the rapid
advances in biological research a
coalition of scientists, lawyers,
and corporate managers has
emerged to lay claim to microorganisms artificially designed
in the laboratories.

strain essential to his invention
was perhaps not novel, since it
was taken from a soil sample in
the south western United States,
but the pharmaceutical products
that can be manufactured from
a biologically pure culture of the
streptomyces bacteria were
found to be both new and to
exhibit the necessary utility to
meet patentability requirements.
On the 2nd of March, 1978,
the same court decided that
General Electric research scientist Ananda Chakrabirty's mi-

reconsider its decisions in the
light of another case where it
was ruled that a computer program didn't correspond to the
normal criteria for patenting.
However, on the 29th of
March, 1979, the Appeal Court
dismissed the computer analogy
as an irrelevant precedent to
the Upjohn and G.E. hearings
and in a 4-1 majority reaffirmed
its original decision in favour of
the two corporations stating that
"the fact that microorganisms
are alive is a fact without legal
significance."
Handing down the majority
position, Judge Giles Rich said:
"For nearly 200 years, since
1793, the conditions of admissibility have been construed liberally to include the most diverse
range imaginable of unforeseen
developments in techno101ir."
He also reminded that Louis
Pasteur had been granted in
1873 U.S. patent 141072 for

Wedding Bells: Summer is in the air, and so is the sound of wedding bells. Doesn't every red-blooded girl
dream of being a June bride? With the smell of lilacs in bloom, and the Wedding March played on the
Hammond Organ, not to mention the sound of the accordianist at the reception, a wedding is a sight, sound,
and smell spectacular. It is with great joy, then, that the staff of None of Your Business But announces the
engagement of CUP and Features Editor Penni Mitchell to Outdoor Editor Rod Reel. Yes, this lovely couple
will tie the knot Friday June 13, at the Red Fisher Memorial Chapel in beautiful Sioux Lookout.
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Patricia Myketa
Shirley Muir
Dr. Scoop McLeod
Leslie (still working for nothing)
Shirley Neufeld
Nielsen
Jane Doe
Penni Mitchell
Dianne Schwartz
Dianne Levreault
Frank Reimer
Photographer
Debbie Okun
Typesetter-in-Chief •
Eleanor Krahn
Communications Director
_
Eric Skoglund
Alfred
Hitchcock
Journalist of We Month (deceased).
Contributors (work for nothing, too)
patrick jon
Dianne Levreault
Douglas Broszeit
Rick Groom
Frain Cory
Dave Barber
Bob Armstrong
Ghengis Khan ( through
the Ouija Bthrd)
Is it true what they say about D.H.? More importantly, is it true what they say
about Rod's reel? And what about Bob Armstrong? Rumor has it he's hopping
mad about the marriage of the Cup-Features Editor and Rod. Does he know
something the rest of us don't? Stay tuned for the continuing story of 'Another
Blurb'.
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genetic recombination. In 1976,
it purchased $500,000 worth of
stock of Cetus Corporation, another Berkeley California
group that unites scientific genius (its staff is a Who's Who of
microbiology) with an aggressive
management strategy. The following year it a acquired 10% of
Genentech. Finally, more recently, it set up a wholly-owned
subsidiary in Europe: Biogen.
The January 28, 1980, issue of
Time reported that Biogen has
developed synthetic interferon
employing the bacteria E. Coli,
and that prospects for commercial exploitability looked good.
The Age of Genetics and the
Brave New World are not around the corner and obviously
nobody is arguing that we
should commence the mass production of genetically redesigned
humans. But the happenings in
and out of court do give us some
disquieting food for thought.
As Ted Howard of "The Progressive" wrote, commenting on
the March 29th Patent Appeal
Court decision: "The judges
simply affirmed the scientific
reductionism that permeates
modern genetics, an assumption
that every facet of life - reproduction, disease, mental ability,
even emotions and behavior can be explained in terms of
a chemical base. In this process
life is stripped of its essential
meaning, its inherent value, its
mystery. Or, as the court held in
its opinion, 'life is largely chemicals.' "
But aside from such philosophical qualms, one is still left
with an eerie sentiment of discomfort to hear the so-called
"powers that be" of society call
life a chemical funtion or an
industrial product to be marketed for profit. Genetic engineering might make insulin and antibiotics more readily available,
but its also going to make some
people awfully rich.
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ations involved in genetic research to conduct work on insulin in quantities greater than the
10 liter limit which previously
existed.
The looser restrictions were
born of pressure by certain companies bent on going to market
with their new discoveries. So far
several breakthroughs in genetic
engineering techniques have
demonstrated the feasibility of
the efficient production of substances such as interferon, a
viral inhibitor, somatotrophin, a
human growth hormone used to
combat hypopituitary dwarfism
and also to treat burns, to mend
bone fractures and to prevent
muscular atrophy in geriatric
patients, and somatostatin, an
important brain hormone. Two
trail-blazers, Genentech, of Berkley, California, and Lilly, along
with many other genetic research groups who up to now
have on the whole complied voluntarily with the NIH rules,
obviously welcomed the less restrictive controls; now that it's
easier to pursue experiments,
expectations of commercial profit are so much greater.
Increasingly larger corporations are cashing in on what
Fortune magazine has already
called the "industry of the future," whose "billion dollar prospects willo make the electronics
boom of the late fifties and
sixties pale in comparison."
Hoffman-LaRoche,
Dupont,
Schering--Plough, Standard Oil
of: California, to'name a few, are
getting involved either by founding their own research facilities
or by buying into smaller enterprises.
One case in point is that of
INCO (International Nickel
Company). In 1975 INCO decided to establish a venture-capital
division that would seek out
lucrative investment opportunities. It caught on quickly to
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Corporations ►rofit from enetics

None of your

You can lead a student to the
ballot box but you can't make
him vote.
by Patricia Myketa
How can you tell when it's Voting Day at Red River?
When election fever grips the entire college?
When hoardes of students push and shove to get into the Tower
Lounge to hear candidate speeches?
When there are mile-long lineups at every polling station?
All of the above?
Try 'None of the above'.
That's right. Last Wednesday was Voting Day here but you never
would have known it by the atmosphere. Seeing the first robin of
spring in the Building D courtyard caused more of a stir.
The most sparsely in habited areas of the college that day were in
front of the Buffalo and Cave, in the North Gym hallway, and at the
entrance to Building J. That's where the polling stations happened to
be located, and students avoided these areas like the plague.
If Sports Director-elect Gord Muir wants to tackle apathy in the
college, here's a good place for him to start.
When you get 616 students voting when 5,100 are eligible, it's like
hitting your head against a brick wall.
The turnout was incredible. Not fantastic incredible, but lousy
incredible.
There were entire courses where not one student bothered to vote.
Sure, some of them were courses where the students finished for good
in June, but you call that a reason?
I spent four hours sitting at various polling booths and it was quite
the experience. If you want to learn 101 Ways To Avoid Your Fellow
Student And Pretend That You Don't Hear A Thing In The Process, just
have the guy beside you yell 'Have you voted yet?' and watch the
reaction. What a howl.
And then there were those who came up with such classic lines as 'I
don't know who these people are.' 'What am I voting for?' Or, the everpopular line in Building J, 'Which ones are the girls?'
Granted, it was a rather low-profile campaign, but just what is it
going to take to make you people aware of what's going on short of
beating it into you with a rubber hose? There were posters galore.
There were candidate speeches in the Tower Lounge. There was a
four-page spread in The Projector. There were announcements over
CMOR. Tell me that you walk around all day with a paper bag over
your head and cotton stuffed in your ears and maybe then I'll believe
you when you say you don't know what's going on.
It's your responsibility to know what's going on. The Election
Committee gave you the means, you provide the ends. Simple.
If I was one of the newly-elected executive, I'd be feeling just a little
perturbed right now. Maybe even a little mad. But bothered for sure.
A grand total of 12%of the eligible student population voted, and that
in itself was a colossal joke.
Now casting a vote in the election didn't make those 12% sleep any
better Wednesday night than those who didn't vote, but let's give
credit where credit is due. All 616 of you out there deserve plaudits for
having the interest, concern, and initiative to vote. Good for you.
There's another bright side to all of this, though. Some of us stayed
behind to count ballots afterward and we only had those measly 616 to
sift through and tally, although towards the end all the names started
to sound the same (at least to me, anyways.)
And while we're in the process of pointing out apathy, student
council also had a hand in what should go down as an all-time Dead
Letter Day in Red River history.
Council appointed an election committee to supervise this election,
consisting of councillor Doug Broszeit, Chief Returning Officer Vera
Hargreaves, and chairman Darrell Driver ( there's that name again.)
They did all the legwork getting this thing together but it was one of
those days when they all should have stayed in bed. Aside from
themselves and executives Dave Church, Cathy Park. and Eric
Skoglund, there were not many councillors in sight.
Driver lashed out at council at their last meeting, saying that if you
the councillors are so concerned with apathy and participation and
involvement, here's the chance you've been waiting for. It was a
whole-hearted but futile attempt at rounding up election help, because
only one other councillor bothered to show up. And what I said awhile
ago about hating sunny days still goes because the sun was shining and
a majority of councillors were nowhere to be seen. I rest my case.
This is just a taste of what Rick Popel, Steve Dawson, Angela
Morelli, Rick Myers, and Gord Muir are getting themselves into.
I sure hope they know what they're doing.
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Recent court rulings in the
United States have confirmed
corporate entitlement to exclusive ownership and commercial
control of new life-forms.
Although the Patent and
Trademark Office had originally
refused requests by Upjohn and
General Electric for commercial
patents relating to micro-organisms developed by company biologists, these decisions were overturned in front of the Court
for Customs and Patent Appeals.
On October 6th, 1977 the
Upjohn appeal was granted. Dr.
Malcolm Bergy had been able to
produce the antibiotic lincomycin form - a strain of "streptomyces vellosus". The bacterial

croorganism, synthesized from
the. bacterium Pseudo-monas,
using gene-splicing techniques,
and capable of digesting petroleum in oil spills, was acceptable as a patentable invention.
In its judgement the court found
that "the nature and commercial uses of biologically pure
cultures of microorganisms are
much more akin to inanimate
chemical compounds... than
they are to horses and honeybees, or to raspberries and roses."
The Patent and Trademark
Office presented an appeal to
the Supreme Court, which after
having examined the evidence,
called upon the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals to

a
yeast as an article of manufaci.
ture.
The court rulings only confirmed the growing commercial
importance of genetic engineering.
At the same time, an advisory
committee to the National Institute of Health (U.S.) recommended that a large portion of
current U.S. research in genetic
recombination be exempted
from certain stringent safety regulations enforced since 1976.
Specifically, the NIH committee •
called for the relaxation of
guidelines pertaining among
other things to the scale of operations permitted in the bacterial
production of insulin. The new
proposals would allow corpor-
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Entertainment
DEGAS
by Dave Barber
Dega has only been playing
together since last February but
they already sound tight and
well-rehearsed.
Two weeks ago they moved a
barrage of amplifiers and
microphones into the Tower
Lounge and delivered a mixture
of 'classics' and original
material.
They really cooked on a Jazz
Crusaders tune enhanced by
punchy guitar and StevieWonderish synthesizer. Another
standout was Van Morrison's
`Moondance' which showed why
lead vocalist Steve Bell is highly
regarded in the city.
They attempted Roy
Buchanan's 'When The Messiah
Will Come' and while lead
guitarist Ari had the licks down
pretty well the spoken word introduction out a little forced.
Both sets were very well-received and they even got called
back for an encore, which doesn't
happen too often in the Tower
Lounge.
Basically studio musicians, the
band has played on commercial
jingles as well as with people like
Danny Pelfry and Bob Fuhr.

According to Ari, Steve Bell, who
joined in November is heavily in
demand for studio sessions and
recently finished working on an
album by Winnipeg songwriter
Bill Iveniuk. Synthesizer player
Gary Brenner and Clavinet-Arp
player Brent Barkman used to
play in the groups Harvest, Wave
and the Idle Rich.
Ari says the band has been
meeting with good response
where-ever they play and since
they all get along well personally
and musically, they're looking to
be here a long time.
A tape has been recorded at
Roade Studios and sent around to
the various companies and Ari
says there's been some interest
expressed.
Members of Dega are; Ari on
guitar, Paul Soble on bass, John
Frolick on drums, Steve Bell sax, vocalist, Gary Brenner synthesizer and fender rhodes
and Brent Barkman on clavinet-arp.
It seemed like there was very
little advance publicity for the
band - they were in and out in two
hours - but if you missed them
they'll be backto play a Buffalo
barbecue.

Off The Record
by Frain Cory

ROBIN TROWER
Victims Of The Fury
(Chrysalis)
Blues-influenced flash guitarists such as Frank Marino, Pat Travers
and Robin Trower are constantly being compared to Jimi Hendrix.
Hendrix was truly the master of blues-metal fusion and many consider
him the finest electric guitarists ever. Comparison to Hendrix could
never be taken by anyone as less then high praise.
The ghost of the Voodoo Child is probably most alive in Trower's
playing. Many will argue that Marino's cover versions of "Puple
Haze" and "All Along The Watchtower" and his vocal stylings render
him no less than a Hendrix clone. This could very well be, but Trower's
is without contest a viable indication of the Hendrix material the
public would wonder at after September, 1970.
The blues base of each of Trower's compositions on this album is
irrepressible. It begins with the throbbing bass of James Dewar and
the funky drumbeat of Bill Lordan. Dewer's voice is so wonderously
applicable to the songs on this album it unnerves me. That blues influence is present, but the mystical edge and in some instances,
haunting wail can dominate a passage with authority equal to that of
Trower's guitar pacing.
Trower's musicianship completes the picture. His deftness with
fashioning solos out of the initial, rhythmic riff is exciting when you
realize he can just as effectively squeeze out a rebellious lead on a
totally different tangent from what the rhythm track originally implies. In doing so, Trower prevents the surfacing of a monotonous
drone that would surely arise because of the consistency and
definitiveness of the album's sound. Consequently there is as urgency
about "Victim Of The Fury" the listener cannot ignore.
That urgency is frantically portrayed in opening lead run on the
opening cut, "Jack and Jill". With all the subtlety of thunderbolt from
the heavens. each chord attacks your eardrums with successive
savagery--to the point where you are relieved when feedback takes
over, signifying the end of the onslaught and the beginning of Jill's tale
of woe.
Trower maintains a even, almost lazy pacing with each of ten songs,
with the exception of "Madhouse", a frenetic rocker hilighted by a
wah-wah stylized solo that of course remains loyal to the intital
rhythm. The trio turns funky on "The Ring", which features a rigg
that can only be described as metalloid reggae. The term is almost
becoming overworked, but true to his roots, Trower includes a pure
blues compostion dubbed "Fly Low" that confirms my initial feeling
that this man could stand in for Muddy Waters on any given night.
The mystical, almost dream-like quality of songs such as 'Into The
Flames", "Only Time" and the title track is fascinating when you
listen closely and realize that all of these songs included screaming
barrages of notes, each part and parcel of leads that must be classified
as heavy metal. This characteristic of Trower's work on this album
more than any other is representative of Trower's talent as guitarist
and composer.
Robin Trower is a veteran of the rock arena. He began with Procol
Harum, enjoying success in that band which was hilighted by "A
Whiter Shade of Pale" in the summer of 1967. He has worked with
Dewar and Lordan since the early seventies. The consistency of their
latest album can no doubt be attributed to that. Attribution from
critics to Jimi Hendrix is proof of Trower's professionlism as well as
the strength of this album.

RRCC's new sports director looks forward to a good year ahead
by Leslie Nielsen

Dega performed to a crowd in the Tower Lounge and even got recalled for an encore first time this year?

CRITIC AT LARGE
by Rick Groom
Foxes is one of the year's Ten
Best movies. It has wit, charm,
intelligence and above all, style.
Gerald Ayres' screenplay
details the all-too-swift
maturation of four teenage girls
in Los Angeles, today. Their
loves, hates, hang-ups and
friendships are all closely
examined. For the most part,
problems with school, parents
who won't listen, possessivedestructive boyfriends, drugs
and booze are dealt with in a
natural, believable way.
Leon Bijou's photography
submerges the viewer in the
seamy, smoggy atmosphere of
the city of palm trees and
freeways. The concert with
Angel and the Hollywood
Boulevard sequence stand out
like jewels in a treasure chest of
authenticity.
Jodie Foster is sensational as
the quartet's leader. She is a
born actress with skill beyond her
years. Foxes adds another notch
on her acting belt. After plum
roles in Freaky Friday, The
Little Girl Who Lived Down the
Lane, Alice Doesn't Live Here
Anymore and Taxi Driver, her
credits are quite amazing. Just
think what she'll be like in ten
years!
Scott Baio comes across like
Steve McQueen at age fifteen. He
plays a cool, street-smart
skateboard whiz with ease and
elan.
Newcomers Cherie Currie,
Marilyn Kagan and Kandice
Stroh round out the foursome
with remarkable, touching
performances.
The adults in Foxes are not so
fortunate. By and large, grownup's in the film are presented as
neurotic, vengeful, patronizing,
hopelessly
oldcatatonic,
fashioned
or
downright
psychotic.
Sally Kellerman, best-known
for her role as the original Hot
Lips in Mash , is typecast as
Foster's scatterbrained,
neglectful, sleep-around mother.
Kellerman has been playing this
part (or variations thereof) for
years. She's excellent as usual,
but one tires of her customary
off-centre characterizations and
patented 'freak out' scenes.
Randy Quaid, who made his
debut in The Last Detail as the
condemned sailor, plays a 30-ish

ad executive in love with a 16year old girl. At first, his role
looks sympathetic. But before
Foxes ends, Quaid has changed
from understanding lover to
doting, snarling woman beater.
Adam Faith, former English
rock star of the 1960's, portrays
Foster's father. He, too, succumbs to the film's dim view of
adults and parents, in particular.
Too busy with his career as rock
promoter, Faith feeds his
daughter lies instead of love and
offers money instead of attention.
Adrian Lyne's direction veers
from gritty reality to far-fetched
melodrama. A chase betwen a
Cadillac and a skateboard is
taken one step too far as is a
dinner party which results in the
total destruction of a Beverly
Hills mansion. But his feel for
intimate scenes between
characters isbang on. Foster and
Baio's pick-up truck dialogue,
Foster and Kagan's discussion of
virginity and the opening wakeup scene are prime examples of
actors and director meshing
together like well-oiled gears.
Like Alan Parker (who
directed Midnight Express,
Bugsy Malone and the upcoming
Fame) and Michael Apted (Coal
Miner's Daughter), Lyne is from
England and a welcome addition
to Hollywood's new generation of
film-makers.
A major complaint can also be
directed at United Artist's
thoroughly awful ad campaign.
Instead f promoting Foxes as a
thought-provoking look at life-inthe-fast-lane from a teenaged
girl's viewpoint, LTA has opted for
the youth exploitation route. The
high heels and low-cut blouses
are thrust centre stage amid
grinding disco music from
Giorgio Moroder.

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for latest catalog.
'Thousands of terrnpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.
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Toronto, Otelerio, Canada

MSE 1.14
(416) 368-8549

This is unfair to both the talent
that went into making Foxes and
the potential audience who will
never see Foxes.
The TV ads and the soundtrack
cover misrepresent the film as a
lewd exhibition of sex for sex's
sake. And nothing could be
further from the facts.
Foxes looks beyond the skintight pants and clinging tube tops
to reveal characters so real you
can almost reach out and touch
them. Foxes is NOT to be confused with Little Darlings -- a
stale, dirty joke about teenage
girls and losing one's virginity as
a status symbol. It's a beautiful,
slightly flawed exploration of
adolescence in the 1980's.

•

Gord Muir, a 21-year-old
Business Administration student,
is Red River's new sports
director for the 1980-81 season.
Enthusiastic about having won
the position, he said, 'I'm eager
to get into it,' and he'll get his
chance starting at the end of
June.
Gord's duties over the summer
will include setting up the 1980-81
sports budget for presentation to
council plus arranging dates for
all major sports tournaments. As
well, Gord has plans to prepare
sports booklets and a sports
calendar equipped with
photographs and information on
varsity and intramural sport
programs. These handouts will
mainly be for students who will
be attending Red River for the
first time in September.
Gord feels that it's very important for more students to
become involved with the varsity
teams next year. He intends to
create a wider awareness of
sports activities in the college
with a poster campaign, announcements over CMOR, and

tying in more social activities
with sporting events.
'I'm sure there are a lot of good
athletes that we haven't gotten
ahold of,' he said. 'We can always
draw more and better athletes for
our varsity teams.'
This year, in contrast with the
opinion of the Athletic Board,
Gord wants the varsity sports
program to keep excellence as its
primary objective.
'I don't want to see sports
dropped, especially hockey,' he
said, referring to the current
hockey situation in the college.
'Hockey attracts more people
than any other sport and it
carries 21 players. There is
always a great turnout for tryouts.' He does admit that it is an
expensive sport, though.
Although he feels that the intramural system this year has
been more than adequate, he
wants to set up several surveys
and questionnaires to find out
what sports the students want to
play, and he hopes to be able to
include the most popularly
requested activities in the

schedule for next year.
'I want to get more peole involved in intramural sports as
well as varsity sports,' he said.
Gord says his first item of
business this year is to choose his
coaching staff for the upcoming
year. He feels that the earlier the
coaches are selected, the more
time they will have to prepare for
the season, and the teams will
receive better quality coaching
as a result.
'I'd also like to see the gap
between the administration and
students close,' he said. 'We
should be fighting for the same
things. Money is always a
problem, but I can't see why
teams couldn't raise their own
money for their own road trips.'
Gord says that money for
activities not financially supported by the college could be
raised through socials, hot dog
sales, and lottery tickets. He said
this would cut down substantially
on financial problems.
All in all, it should be an interesting sporting year at Red
River come September.

Red River's sports director-elect Cord Muir (no.22) in SCOWL

Athletes - $1.00 Guests - $5.50
Pay at the North Gym counter as soon as possible

INDEPENDENT
JEWELLERS
Exciting Collection of
Columbia Diamond
Engagement Rings
Special offer to
students only
25% OFF REG.
PRICE OF DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
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Women interested in playing in
the Winnipeg Womens Slow Pitch
League should contact G.
Ferguson, 586-2004. Games are
played either Monday or Wednesday, one game per week.
Persons interested in forming or
organizing a team can contact
the above.
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Sound Exchange caA
Swap and Shop
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We buy, sell, and trade new and used albums, tapes, etc.
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557 Portage at Young

Open Monday-Saturday 10:00 a.m.
a.m. Telephone
774-490
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Wine dipped.
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8-track tape repairs.
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